
Hexy™



Make room for vroom

HexyTM is what happens when you let inspiration drive innovation – and engineer ergonomics 
right into the frame. Its hexagon core creates natural support so there’s no need for external 
lumbar controls, and the high-performing mesh fuses with the extra-wide backrest seamlessly. 
It’s the ultimate seat for action-packed (and comfort-backed) environments.

A streamlined pull handle built into a lightweight frame offers extra convenience 
while aerodynamic arms with optional adjustability provide essential comfort.
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Specifications

MODEL
Hexy  
Highback Task Chair 

Overall Width with Arms 26.25

Overall Depth 27.13

Overall Height 39.5

Seat Width 20

Seat Depth 17-19

Seat Height (B mechanism) 16-19.75

Seat Height (T mechanism) 16.25-20

Seat Height (F mechanism) 16.75-20.25

Seat Height (F/E3 mechanism) 17-20.625

Seat Height with Higher Cylinder (B mechanism) 16.25-21.25

Seat Height with Higher Cylinder (T mechanism) 16.5-21.5

Seat Height with Higher Cylinder  (F mechanism) 17-22

Seat Height with Higher Cylinder  (F/E3 mechanism) 17.25-22.25

Back Width 19.5

Back Height 22.25

Weight Armless 28

Weight with Arms 34

COM 1 yd

COL 17 sq ft

Weight Warranty Capacity 300 lb

Dimensions are in inches. •  Basic mechanism (B). Swivel-tilt mechanism (T). 
Standard synchro mechanism (F). Seat-depth adjustment (E3). 

Back meshes

Nickel Fog Apple Ocean TangerineOnyx

Fire Electric Blue DesertNavy

Base colors

Black White Polished
aluminum

Nickel

Frame colors

Black Fog White

California born and bred

We’re a leading manufacturer of commercial solutions in the U.S. — and #1 in 
task chairs. From tables and lounge to screens and more, we’ve been the go-to 
destination for comprehensive, build-to-order solutions for almost 25 years.  
We combine award-winning design with the fastest lead times around, and 
our design and planning services can turn product innovation into your space 
inspiration. We’re able to build almost  any specification you want, deliver it when 
you need it, and offer a level of value no one can match. It’s all  part of our indie 
California spirit and drive to be the one place you go for any (and every) space.


